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The New Old House presents 18 private historic homes, from North America to Europe, and traces

the ingenious ways architects have revitalized and refreshed them for a new generation. Â  Most of

the renovations occurred in the last decade, but all of the homes have origins reaching back into the

past, in some cases hundreds of years. Projects and firms featured include Greenwich House, Allan

Greenberg; Longbranch, Jim Olson; Astley Castle, Witherford Watson Mann; Hunsett Mill, Acme;

Cotswolds House, Richard Found; plus more than a dozen others. These projects address such

timely factors as sustainability, multiculturalism, preservation, and style, and demonstrate the unique

beauty and elegance that comes from the interweaving of modernity and history.
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"A book that deftly stresses the best-of-both-worlds approach that underlies a tasteful renovation."

(Monocle)"The 18 private historic houses featured in his book certainly draw you in, illustrating just

how brilliant and intriguing integrating new and old can be." Â  (New York magazineâ€™s The

Cut.com)â€œIt&#39;s easy to be drawn to an old building&#39;s charm and character, but the

reality is, a historic residence is not typically synonymous with easy modern living. In the new book

The New Old House, design reporter Marc Kristal shows us how architects are taking timeworn

properties and reinventing them with bold contemporary additionsâ€¦.Kristal tours a curated

collection of such houses around the world, all more compellingâ€”and more livableâ€”than they were

before their transformations.â€• (Architectural Digest)Kristalâ€™s book also goes far beyond the



average coffee table tome, in that project descriptions are rich with insider insight and a genuine

interest in the history and processes that shaped each project.â€¦The New Old House is a very

welcome insight into a strand of architecture that deserves far more than second tier status.

(Wallpaper* magazine)â€œâ€¦ a sumptuous, inspiring collection of homes that fuse past and present

in the US, UK and Puerto Rico (and including Lorcan Oâ€™Herlihyâ€™s renovation and adaptation

of the Raphael Soriano-designed home of the late Julius Shulman)." (KCRW)â€œAs a former

filmmaker, the writer Marc Kristal is a natural story teller, which enlivens his 18 case studies about

adding contemporary additions to old houses.â€• (Architectural Record)"Showcasing everything from

a converted mill cottage in Norfold to a modernised warehouse in Alabama, it is also packed with

inspirational ways of adding space to an old property." (Homes & Gardens)â€œKristalâ€™s book is

the No. 1 New Release in Energy Efficient Remodeling &Renovation at , where it also ranks among

the Top 20 Best Sellers in the same category. â€˜The New Old Houseâ€™ has been featured in

numerous global magazines, including Architectural Digest, Monocle and Wallpaper, which called it

â€˜a very welcome insight into a strand of architecture that deserves far more than second-tier

statusâ€™.â€• (The Florida Times-Union)â€œKristal&#39;s text is not particularly predictable or

&#39;coffee-table&#39; in style....the book has a real, personal quality that gives it judgments a

further dimension.â€• (The World of Interiors)â€œIn his book The New Old House: Historic & Modern

Architecture Combined, Marc Kristal features homes that have beautifully blended new and old

architecture, and demonstrates how to change up your own historic home by introducing modern

fixtures.â€• (American Farmhouse Style magazine)Ranging from fancy to simple, castle to cottage,

the book demonstrates that even things to which weâ€™re not naturally attracted can have rich and

powerful appeal. (Carolyne Roehm)

An architecture and design author and journalist, Marc Kristal is a former editor of AIA/J, and has

written for Metropolis, the New York Times, Architectural Digest, Elle DÃ©cor, Wallpaper, and

numerous other publications. Kristal has written, coauthored, or contributed to 30 books, including

Re:Crafted, Immaterial World, and Magni Modernism.

Architecture is fundamentally relational; its significance emanates from its engagement with the

world. This includes its physical context, or site; its social context, or program; and its material

context, or construction. Cutting across all of these broad categories is architectureÃ¢Â€Â™s

relationship to time at every increment of experience: from the momentary duration of the body

moving in space to the tracking of the sun across the sky to the weathering of materials to the



evolution of forms in response to climatic and cultural conditions. Marc KristalÃ¢Â€Â™s engaging

book elaborates on the implications of these manifold relationships through the lens of domestic

space which is explicitly conceived as a bridge between past and present. For him, new and old

constitute a totality in which the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.Framed by a highly

readable yet erudite introduction, Kristal demonstrates the vitality of his proposition through eighteen

case studies of single-family homes throughout the world. These are what I would term

Ã¢Â€Âœcomposites;Ã¢Â€Â• structures that are formed from the bond between existing historical

building fabric and modern elements that recalibrate them to address their sites, the requirements of

daily life and the aspirations of their inhabitants and architects. The richness of the layering of old

and new is amply demonstrated through concise texts and extensive, beautiful photographic

documentation of each project. KristalÃ¢Â€Â™s astutely-curated examples vividly remind us of

architectureÃ¢Â€Â™s remarkable potential to arouse our most basic emotions by connecting us to

our place and time. Perhaps at its essence the home is the locus of our humanity.

This beautiful book is about more than architecture  itÃ¢Â€Â™s about what home means.

Marc Kristal is clearly a gifted writer and natural storyteller, and what he does is tell the stories of

how architects didnÃ¢Â€Â™t just reinvent the old houses featured in this book, they reimagined how

they could become homes again, for real people. After reading the stories that accompany the

photographs, I felt I understood for the first time how architects see the world (a revelation, as I have

no background in the field).The photographs themselves are spectacular, worth the price of

admission alone. They seem to be deliberately thoughtful, and in fact I found myself spending time

looking at each one, thinking about what it would be like to live in that space (I would live in any of

these houses in a heartbeat).Mr. Kristal is an engaging tour guide, and brings both a personal and

literary perspective to the stories he tells. IÃ¢Â€Â™m sure architects will love this book  it is

really about achieving the grace theyÃ¢Â€Â™re all after. And anyone who is thinking of redoing an

old house will certainly be inspired, and see their own projects in a new way. But I think this book

will also appeal to general readers, who like me will find themselves lost in the stories and

pictures.HereÃ¢Â€Â™s an example of a line I really liked: Ã¢Â€ÂœFew things are more personal, or

more emotional, than the idea of home, and an old house can speak to us on what the novelist

Ralph Ellison called Ã¢Â€Âœthe lower frequenciesÃ¢Â€Â•  those aspects of our nature, as

often as not unconscious, that are attracted to certain engagements because of the possibilities

they present.Ã¢Â€Â•



I never buy books like this, but The New Old House popped onto my radar via a dear architect friend

recently, and I am so deeply grateful.If you've ever known anyone to design or redesign an historic

home, this is the greatest housewarming gift imaginable -- or perhaps more ideally, the ultimate

pre-housearming/mid-house design and planning present!? This is an extremely smart and clever

compilation, but doesn't read at all like an architecture book or a fluffy, mostly picture-driven coffee

table snooze to be glazed over while waiting for a meeting.It just reads like a really good book. So

refreshing. This quote from the introduction is my favorite, with its deeply personal tone and

call-to-thought that carries throughout the following pages (with truly magnificent illustrations): "On

my desk, as I write, are the tools of my trade -- elements belonging to the here and now -- and

reminders of the past..."Kristal continues to take the reader into each home and neighborhood

featured in such a gentle, mind-opening way that it makes it almost impossible not to want to meet

him in person so that he can share all the other secrets that surely hide up his global architectural

sleeve...I hope there are more of these kind of coffee table books published in the not too distant

future. Best gift ever.

I loved this book. First of all it it absolutely beautiful -- perfect for a coffee table in any home or office.

But more than just gorgeous, it is enjoyable, thoughtful, and knowledgeable about renovating older

houses or apartments with a modern eye, while maintaining the integrity of the original structure.

Marc Kristal clearly knows his architectural history and theory, but unlike many books about design

and architecture, Kristal captures the reader's imagination with his virtuoso writing.

the book is a beautiful balance of excellent writing and intelligent design. it's perfect for anyone

considering buying an old house, preserving what's best about it and modernizing it in your own

way. it's also a perfect book to dream about living in anyone of the residences. for the in-depth

information or the coffee table it's worth owning.

We have an new old house, so it has been wonderful to look at pictures and get inspired by all the

great way sot adapt, re-use and update our house without losing the charm. Marc's style is so

engaging. I can open the book anywhere and be enthralled.

A staple for all architects who love combining old with new
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